
I thank GOD for bringing me into this Month of Making Kingdom

strides. I prosper in the pursuit of GOD’s  Kingdom Mandate. I excel

by revelation; therefore, I see clearly, and my vision is expanded; I

am empowered to become all that GOD has ordained me for in

this season. 

I advance forcefully, making progress in all ramifications, and I am

unstoppable. My progress is made easy; I am breaking new

grounds, conquering new territories, and exceeding all limits. By

revelation, I know the path of life, and I walk in it. I rise higher and

higher, and I soar to heights unimaginable on the wings of grace.

I am becoming a thousand times more as the LORD increases me

and my family more and more…In JESUS Name. (Jn.14:26; Jn.16:13;
1Chron.4:10; Isa.45:1-3; Isa.60:22; Luke 19:13).

 

As I advance in the pursuit of kingdom causes, resources are made

available to execute every GOD-inspired dream. I am experiencing

the additions of GOD. I cut off distractions and lay aside every

weight that seeks to slow me down; I move at the instance of

GOD’s bidding, registering relevance on a greater scale and

making impact everywhere I go. Through me, GOD brings The

knowledge of Christ into every space where I function.
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Everywhere I go I am spreading the fragrance of Grace! My

success is unhindered, enduring and ever-increasing. I am

consistently experiencing the additions of GOD and the enjoying

the multiplication of HIS grace. 

I am not a one-time beneficiary of HIS benevolence but a back-to-

back recipient of the favour of GOD. I am led on a perpetual

victory parade. (Prov 8:18, Matt 6:33, 2 Cor 2:14, 2 Pet 1:3, Acts
12:24).

 

Divine help is ours in Nigeria. Wickedness no longer thrives; every

root of evil is destroyed in our country. GOD’s counsel prevails,

and every forged international alliance brings growth, peace and

development to our nation. We command an end to every

diabolical alliance and bring GOD’s rule to bear over the affairs of

this nation. 

In this transition season, we declare the reign of GOD’s

sovereignty and we overrule every demonic agenda. Every

mischievous political gang-up is destroyed. As a nation, we step

into a new season of wealth, peace, progress and harmony. (Psalm

2, Psalm 3, 2Sam 15:31)

The HarvestHouse Nation is a community of builders, graced for

Greater Impact and Global Relevance. We are a people great and

strong, advancing the agenda of the Kingdom. We are high-flyers

and trendsetters. The Hand of the LORD is upon us and the

beauty of the LORD our GOD is evident in our lives. Everywhere

we go, we rise and we shine! In JESUS name. AMEN! (Is 54:3, Mat

6:10, Ps 90:17)


